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Today we're talking about Day 2 of Holy Week in which a couple of significant events take place
We're recounting the events that took place day be day from the Triumphal Entry into Jerusalem
on Palm Sunday up through Good Friday, and ultimately Easter
Jesus entered the city, and according to Mark, looked around at the Temple and then since it had
been a long and exciting day, departed for Bethany with his disciples to stay with friends
So on this day we're looking at this morning, Jesus begins to return to the city and he must have
missed breakfast because Mark says, “he was hungry”
Along the way, they come across a fig tree

What happens next is something really out of character for Jesus
Figs wouldn't be my first choice for a breakfast entree, but he goes over to the tree to see if there
is any fruit on it – there's not, because it wasn't the season for figs
And he says to the tree, “May no one ever eat fruit from you again.” - and they continue on

The next time they pass by the tree, it's dried up and dead – no one is ever going to eat from it again!
Why would Jesus smite the tree when it was just following its usual, God ordained pattern?
Jesus' miracles were to help and teach, not to simply amaze or entertain the public or serve self
He specifically does not jump off the Temple roof when tempted to do so
(Stones to bread, jump off temple, cooperate with Satan)
There is a non-canonical gospel, Thomas, in which some rather strange happenings are listed
Jesus as a youth expanding a too short leg on a table
That's why the Gospel of Thomas isn't in the Bible – Jesus didn't operate like that
Perhaps there is more to this than Jesus simply being upset that there were no figs
It may be that this was to serve as a lesson to his followers, a lesson about how a life that bears
no fruit is of no value
That's a lesson Jesus dwelled on at greater length in John 15 – Vine and Branches parable
Matthew 7:16 - “You will know them by their fruits.”
Prior to entering Jerusalem, Jesus overlooked the city and said, “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, killing
the prophets and stoning those who are sent to you! How often I would have gathered your
children together as a hen gathers her brood under her wings, and you would not! Behold
your house is forsaken and desolate.”
The religion of Israel was lacking in ethical and spiritual fruit – dried up, dead
We don't know what else Jesus might have said around that tree, but it may have been
something like that – a need for spiritual vitality and to make a difference in the world
In the mid 1700s the Church of England from which Methodism sprang, was in a similar state as the
religious faith of Israel in Jesus' time
It retained its formal rituals, perhaps cared for its own, but was inwardly focused, dried up, dead
When the Wesleys and Whitefield and other early Methodists sought to instill vitality, they were
very much unwelcomed in the churches – disinvited
John Wesley preached in coal fields and city squares and from atop his father's grave at Epworth
when shut out, even from his home church
Wesley once pondered: I am not afraid that the people called Methodists should ever cease to exist
either in Europe or
America. But I am afraid lest they should only exist as a dead sect, having the form of religion without
the power. And this
undoubtedly will be the case unless they hold fast both the doctrine, spirit, and discipline with which
they first set out.

So, the lesson of the fig tree relates not only to the faith of Israel, or that of the early days of our own
faith, but always and forever – a call to be fruitful

On this same day, Jesus continued in to the Temple – the center of everything at Passover
Faithful Jews from all over the known world made a pilgrimage to be there
Even people of other religions, or no religion, would come for this great event or just to see the
Temple itself, an architectural wonder of the ancient world
Anyone could enter the outer courts – Court of the Gentiles
As you progressed inward from there you came to the Court of Women, the Court of Israel, the
Court of Priests and ultimately, the Holy of Holies
It was in the Court of the Gentiles, the outermost area where what happened next took place
Jesus entered the area, crowded with pilgrims and tourists – noisy, confusing, anything but meditative
Some of the services being rendered could actually have been of some benefit
They're selling sacrificial animals – had to be certified as perfect
Hard to bring your own from a distance; may not pass muster if you did – convenient
Offerings were to be in Temple currency – so there were currency exchanges
Of course, you had to figure in the exchange rate and then tack on a service fee
Lots of taking advantage of people was going on
Faithful, dedicated, hard working Jewish people who scrimped and saved to be there,
maybe only once in their lifetime
People of other faiths, or none at all, getting a bad impression of Judaism

And Jesus is furious – probably not that these things are offered, but that they are exploitive
“Is it not written, 'My house shall be called a house of prayer for all the nations?' But you have
made it a den of robbers.”
If you think about it, the lesson of the fig tree carries over here
The Temple was to be a house of prayer – a place to come closer to God
Instead it had become secularized and commercialized
Extortion was taking place
Profit had taken the place of prayer
Jesus is days away from his arrest and crucifixion – something of which he is well aware
He has to be wondering, “How can I go from here when things are in this state?”
So Jesus overturns the tables, and chases them all out
John mentions that Jesus uses a whip; not to beat someone, but to gather attention
It raises the question for me as to how you reconcile this dramatic response to the situation with
Jesus' earlier teachings of “turn the other cheek”
I don't believe that “turning the other cheek” means to be docile or compliant in the face
of evil or injustices
If we only give in to evils and injustices, we allow them to continue to cause harm
Jesus is very animated here; he's taking dramatic action, but he is not physically assaulting or
hurting anyone
He couldn't just stand by and passively allow that abuse and taking advantage of others
to continue
Anger is often listed as a sin, but Jesus is, without doubt, really angry here.
Anger can serve as a motivator calling us to respond to some injustice or wrong
Anger is only a sin when it consumes us or causes us to DO harm to others
Some traditions teach that any sort of fund raising in a church is wrong based on this account
I don't see that as the case – the problem Jesus addressed was that of exploiting others and
degrading the sanctity of the Temple which was intended as a house of prayer, not commerce

and profit taking
When we have a rummage sale, we provide a valuable service to many in the community
Money is made and used for missions to help still others
People buy good clothing at very affordable prices – no one is taken advantage of
At the church I served in Scottdale, we had a monthly spaghetti dinner
It was a fund raiser, but it also provided a nice dinner for people at a good price
But more importantly, it got people into the building – I'd pour coffee and talk with the
guests, and sometimes when they felt a need for a church, they knew the door was open
I think Jesus would warn us not to allow religion to be a means to something else, something less
Religion should be an avenue of spiritual growth and service, not simply a means of finding
respectability, finding emotional satisfaction or a means of securing economic gain
How often do noble causes get transformed into something less spiritual?
Too many stories of high profile religious leaders living a life Jesus would not be living
Gated mansions, private jets
Jesus spoke of how he had no where to lay his head at night
He relied on friends and supporters for meals and places to stay
He rode into Jerusalem on a donkey, a borrowed one at that
Jesus wasn't jealous of the scribes and pharisees, but was angry at their lack of caring and their
concern primarily for self
Sacrifices of early Methodist circuit riders
This event where Jesus cleared out the Temple was probably the last straw for the religious authorities.
They were jealous when Jesus was so highly regarded upon his entrance into the city
They felt threatened that people would abandon the religious institutions they led to follow an
itinerant teacher
They were offended that Jesus spoke with the authority of the Son of God
And they were angered by this attack on their source of revenue
In their opinion, he had to go, and there were no limits on how that might be accomplished.
Jesus wasn't just talk, or they would have left him alone; he incorporated action
In our own time, we need to be actively serving as well
Evangelism in our tradition involves feeding the hungry, both physically and spiritually
It is based on a balance Scripture, Tradition, Experience and Reason
and involves making the most of this life, in preparation for the perfect life to come
So what can we learn today?
That we need to be fruitful
That we need to combine action with our words
That we need to have balance in our lives and a holistic approach to how we live out the faith
Memory Verse – Mark 11:17a “Is it not written, 'My house shall be called a house of prayer for all the
nations?'”
Next Steps – Ask myself what kind of fruit I am presently bearing in my daily life
Look at what opportunities exist in our church to better bear fruit

